Ai Weiwei
ai weiwei art, bio, ideas | theartstory - ai weiwei is the most famous chinese artist living today. as an
activist, he calls attention to human rights violations on an epic scale; as an artist, he expands the definition of
art to include new forms of social engagement. who is ai weiwei? - meijergardens - the following years, ai
weiwei came under surveillance and was beaten, hospitalized and denied the right to travel. in 2011, he was
arrested and mysteriously detained for 81 days, to the shock of the international cultural community.
throughout this entire period, ai weiwei continued to create a broad and diverse body of work. ai weiwei in
conversation with antony downey (second) - ai weiwei: the ‘80s were a moment for possibility, but for me
it was a non-possibility in new york. for someone coming from a communist society without speaking any
english, as we were educated by chairman mao during the cultural revolu-tion (1966-1976), and with no
money, you have to make a living. ai weiwei: portrait of the artist as an iconoclast ... - ai weiwei: portrait
of the artist as an iconoclast (excerpt from 3,000-word essay) dario gamboni dropping urns and overpainting
vases the fame and the image of ai weiwei remain primarily associated with the iconoclastic component of his
art and especially his 1995 ai weiwei - amazon web services - ai weiwei, ‘architecture and space’, blog
posted 13 january 2006 introduction artist ai weiwei occupied alcatraz, one of north america’s most infamous
penitentiaries, via artworks designed to provoke our perception of freedom and imprisonment. these two
themes have affected and galvanised the artist 2b weiwei lesson 1 - university of south florida - -inside
art! 3ai weiwei lesson 1
ai!weiwei,!one!of!china’s!mostvocal!human!rights!activists,!is!also!one!of!the!world’s!most
powerful!contemporary!artists.!!born ... ai weiwei’s five-borough exhibition to open citywide ... - “ai
weiwei is unique in having combined the roles of preeminent contemporary artist, political dissident, and
human rights activist in such a prominent and powerful way,” said public art fund director & chief curator
nicholas baume. “in many ways, good fences make good neighbors is the culmination of his work to date. it
grows out of his ... freedom of speech: china and the case of ai weiwei - ai weiwei is a contemporary
chinese artist who uses paintings, sculptures, architecture, photography and any other means of art to bring
light to social issues that may not get media attention and also to critique china’s strict authoritarian regime.
dg - ai weiwei - the fake case - pbs - ai weiwei: the fake case about ai weiwei ai weiwei is a chinese activist
and artist, born in 1957. his father, ai qing, was a well-known chinese poet. in 1958, ai qing was arrested as
part of the chinese anti-rightist cam-paign. he was sent to a labor camp, and he continued to live in exile with
his wife and son, ai weiwei (who was one year dg - ai weiwei - the fake case printer-friendly - pbs - ai
weiwei: the fake case about ai weiwei ai weiwei is a chinese activist and artist, born in 1957. his father, ai qing,
was a well-known chinese poet. in 1958, ai qing was arrested as part of the chinese anti-rightist cam - paign.
he was sent to a labor camp, and he continued to live epub book ai weiwei contemporary artists phaidon
- ai weiwei contemporary artists phaidon ebook download pdf book - feb 26, 2019 : ai weiwei contemporary
artists phaidon karen smith hans ulrich obrist bernard fibicher ai weiwei craig garrett michele robecchi on
amazoncom free shipping on qualifying offers the first comprehensive monograph on this key figure in chinas
burgeoning art scene ai weiwei cv october2018 - lisson-art.s3azonaws - ai weiwei lives and works in both
berlin, germany and beijing, china 1982 parsons school of design, new york, ny, usa 1978–81 animation,
beijing film academy, beijing, china ai weiwei - amazon web services - ai weiwei wanted to give a feast of
river crabs to his friends and supporters to celebrate a new studio he had built, but was banned from attending
by the chinese police. ai is a very modern man – he uses instagram and twitter a lot – but he is also interested
in chinese heritage. these priceless antique vases are from the twelve han dynasty public art fund
announces all sites for ai weiwei’s 300 ... - “ai weiwei is unique in having combined the roles of
preeminent contemporary artist, political dissident, and human rights activist in such a prominent and
powerful way,” said public art fund director & chief curator nicholas baume. “in many ways, good fences make
good neighbors is the culmination of his work to date. it grows out of his ... ai weiwei - lissonart.s3azonaws - ai weiwei a global citizen, artist and thinker, ai weiwei moves between modes of production
and investigation, subject to the direction and outcome of his research, whether into the chinese earthquake of
2008 (for works such as straight, 2008-12 and remembering, 2009) or the worldwide plight of refugees and
forced migrants (for law of the journey and his feature-length documentary, human flow ... art innovator ai
weiwei - tony perrottet - “we liked to challenge ai weiwei,” says galansino, “and he always responded with a
better idea.” a. i is the son of one . of modern china’s revered literary figures, ai qing, a renowned communist
revolutionary who was close to mao. shortly after ai was born, his father fell from favor with the party as a
suspected “right- ai weiwei attacks l.a. i - yuleshow - ai weiwei attacks l.a. the chinese dissident artist
storms the city with a trio of powerful shows text by michael slenske / photography by i t’s just past lunchtime
on a wednesday sam frost in late september and ai weiwei is in the middle of a coughing fit. “i’m not sick, just
over-sensitive about the en- ai weiwei: good fences make good neighbors october 12 ... - ai weiwei:
good fences make good neighbors october 12, 2017 – february 11, 2018 good fences make good neighbors is
an art exhibition featuring installations across all five boroughs of new york city by world-renowned artist ai
weiwei. at 300+ sites, it is ai’s largest public art project to date and is presented by public art fund. epub
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book ai weiwei spatial matters art architecture and ... - ai weiwei spatial matters art architecture and
activism pdf book feb 27, 2019 - stephenie meyer ltd ai weiwei spatial matters art architecture and activism ai
weiwei anthony pins an xiao mina on amazoncom free shipping on qualifying oﬀers a coca cola vase, ai
weiwei - researchgate - coca cola vase, ai weiwei ai weiwei, coca cola vase, 2011, acrylic on han dynasty
vase i was made by an old potter in northern china in the second century bc, for a specific purpose. the potter
... ebook ai weiwei art architecture - interiorgaragedesign - ai weiwei art architecture ebook pdf feb 25,
2019 - leo tolstoy ltd ai weiwei art architecture andres lepik reto geiser yilmaz dziewior ai weiwei on
amazoncom free shipping on qualifying offers since constructing his own studio in 1999 the chinese artist ai
weiwei has designed or collaborated with other architects on a wide range of architectural ai weiwei: never
sorry premieres on independent ... - itvs - ai weiwei: never sorry provides a vivid primer on mr. ai's art; on
his days as an art student and artist in new york; on his social and political provocations. ai’s is a special kind
of courage, and it impels him to act with special agility in a brave new world of his own making, where little
tweets can challenge big lies and a ai weiwei and the history for dissident political art in china - ai
weiwei and the history for dissident political art in china on may 15 2013 professor ming tiampo, associate
professor of art history at carleton university spoke to a standing-room audience on ai weiwei and the history
of dissident political art in china. one ai weiwei at meijer gardens: natural state - ai weiwei at meijer
gardens: natural state is an unprecedented exhibition in scale and meaning, with more than 30 works by one
of the most distinguished artists of our time. from galleries to conservatories, from public spaces to our
auditorium, the transformation the power of quantity in ai weiwei’s sunflower seeds - by exploring how
ai weiwei used the porcelain sunflower seeds as a metaphor for the chinese people, this essay will argue that
quantity is a type of power to examine the issue of the collective and the individual in the ideological context.
keywords: the individual, the collective, totalitarianism, confucian doctrine, ... mapping nichols’ modes in
documentary film: ai weiwei ... - films ai weiwei: never sorry (klayman 2012) and helvetica (hustwit 2007)
by categorizing scenes in terms of modes. it is shown that this empirical approach is useful for filmmakers and
film critics and justifies the influential position of nichols in film theory. keywords: ai weiwei, helvetica,
documentary films, bill nichols, narrative. ai weiwei: according to what? press release vol.2 ai ... - ai
weiwei was born in beijing in 1957 as the son of ai qing, one of modern china’s most renowned poets. he
entered the beijing film academy in 1978. in 1979 and then in 1981, ai took part in exhibitions as a member of
“xingxing (the stars),” the first avant-garde group in china after the cultural revolution. ai weiwei: according
to what? press release vol.3 2009.7 ... - ai weiwei was born in beijing in 1957 as the son of ai qing, one of
modern china’s most renowned poets. he entered the beijing film academy in 1978. in 1979 and in 1980, ai
took part in exhibitions as a member of “xingxing (the stars),” the first avant-garde group in china after the
cultural ai weiwei - lsrhs - 2292669/ai-weiwei-chinas-famous-dissident-artist-opens-ordealml. quotes
“creativity is the power to reject the past, to change the status quo, and to seek new potential. simply put,
aside from using one's imagination -perhaps more ebook ai weiwei art architecture - westgateclassics ai weiwei art architecture kindle books feb 26, 2019 [ebook] by : wilbur smith media ai weiwei art architecture
andres lepik reto geiser yilmaz dziewior ai weiwei on amazoncom free shipping on qualifying oﬀers since
constructing his own studio in 1999 the presents ai weiwei: never sorry - ffw - ai weiwei: timeline 1957:
born in beijing to poet ai qing and his wife gao ying qing studied painting in paris in the 1930s, was a fervent
supporter of the nascent communist movement, and his modernist poetry defined a generation. art, activism
and the geopolitical imagination: ai weiwei ... - ai [weiwei]: the world is sphere, has no east or west.
(rauch and ai 2010) materially and discursively the world is becoming more integrated. glob alization,
facilitated by greater mobility of people, goods, capital and informa tion, is associated with deterritorialization
and cultural hybridization, ‘fostering hammer museum presents three days of ai weiwei documentaries
- ai weiwei: never sorry ai weiwei: never sorry is the inside story of a dissident for the digital age who inspires
global audiences and blurs the boundaries of art and politics. first-time director alison klayman gained
unprecedented access to ai while working as a journalist in china. her detailed portrait provides a nuanced
exploration of ... ai weiwei: never sorry - san francisco film society - ai weiwei: never sorry is the first
feature-length film about the internationally renowned chinese artist and activist, ai weiwei. in recent years, ai
has garnered international attention as much for his ambitious artwork as his political provocations. this
fascinating documentary examines this complex intersection of artistic practice and ai weiwei: according to
what? april 18–august 10, 2014 - about the exhibition ai weiwei: according to what? is the first major
exhibition in the united states devoted to ai. showcasing the artist’s remarkable interdisciplinary career as a
photographer, sculptor, architect, and hirshhorn presents “ai weiwei: according to what?” - hirshhorn
presents “ai weiwei: according to what?” first north american survey of provocative chinese artist’s work
includes major new hirshhorn acquisition “ai weiwei: according to what?” the first north american survey of the
work of the foremost figure to emerge from the rapidly expanding chinese contemporary art scene, is on view
at ai weiwei: according to what? audio tour transcript - ai weiwei: according to what? audio tour
transcript track 1 – welcome and introduction matthew teitelbaum: hello, i’m matthew teitelbaum, the art
gallery of ontario’s director and ceo. welcome to ai weiwei: according to what?, an exhibition profiling ai
weiwei, china’s most prolific and provocative contemporary artist and one of the most significant artists at
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1995 april 13 – july 2, 2017 - museum of contemporary ... - iconic ai weiwei selfie. on april 3, 2011, ai
weiwei was arrested at the beijing capital international airport and secretly detained for eighty-one days. upon
his release, he lived under probationary condition in beijing without a passport, unable to travel outside of the
country. until the authorities returned his passport on july 22, 2015, ai ... concept/main idea of lesson
intended grade levels infusion ... - ai weiwei, lesson 2 title ai weiwei: a closer look concept/main idea of
lesson in this lesson, students will engage in a deeper consideration of chinese artist ai weiwei’s work, noting
important influences on the artist. intended grade levels grades 9-12 infusion/subject areas visual arts social
studies curriculum standards visual arts: visitor service - kunstsammlung - ai weiwei, who was born in
beijing in 1957, has been ac-claimed worldwide as an artist, architect, curator, film direc-tor, and
photographer. the son of the famous poet ai qing, he grew up during his father’s exile in northern china, and
returned to beijing with his family in 1976. the impressions of ai weiwei: never sorry discussion guide influence film club - ai weiwei: never sorry is a film about ai weiwei, a renowned chinese artist and activist
who continually champions the values of democracy and human rights, and thus works in opposition to china’s
authoritarian government. first-time director, alison klayman, spent three years following weiwei as he
prepared for major 66°f san francisco search news sports business a&e food ... - ai weiwei exhibition is
more than a 'big event’ caille millner updated 10:49 am, saturday, september 27, 2014 a view of "refraction"
(2014) found objects and steel by ai weiwei in "@large: ai weiwei on alcatraz" photo: caille millner, s. f.
chronicle ai weiwei’s art exhibition on alcatraz opens to the public today, and by any of the measures we ai
weiwei: circle of animals/zodiac heads - clevelandart - ai weiwei: circle of animals/zodiac heads an
exhibition presented at the cleveland museum of art july 27, 2013-january 26, 2014 the books and exhibition
catalogues included in this resource guide are owned by the museum’s kurdi imagery appropriated by
#humanitywashedashore, ai ... - ond case studied for this article, ai weiwei decontextualizes the kurdi
imagery in a reenactment, which, despite the chinese artist’s intention of paying tribute to kurdi, was
denounced as tasteless and self-promoting. the third case is a series of cartoons by the french weekly charlie
hebdo, which was condemned for satirically recontextualizing
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